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ON AN AUGUST FRIDAY EVENING in New Orleans, I sat on a curb, sweat dripping into the gutter outside Big Daddy’s World-Famous Love Acts. There was a crowd, but the human current flowing down Bourbon Street had grown so strong that I didn’t think I could slow the tide long enough to perform. I just sat in the gutter—the bank of that river of revelry. In my duffel bag were the props I’d been juggling for the last several hours. Between my legs, a floppy woven hat I’d brought from California. I reached into the hat and counted my take: eighty-seven dollars, two condoms, and a copy of Slaughterhouse-Five.

Don’t count your money in the street. I should’ve known but hadn’t internalized that lesson until I looked up and saw a man staring at me. He didn’t immediately seem intimidating. Just a diminutive late-middle-aged man, cropped gray hair, loose wife-beater, and denim jeans. He looked like he’d been dry aged in a barrel of Lou Reed lyrics. I tucked the bills into my hat and stuffed it in my duffel bag just as the man approached.
“You look thirsty,” he said.
“I’ll be alright.”
“Lemme getchoo a drink.”
“It’s ok.”
“Whatcha drink?”

I took him in, no longer worried about my money but unsure what to make of him. His face was creased, but gentle. He seemed lonely.

“Maybe water.”
“Anything else?”

I was twenty, new to New Orleans, and unsure how to answer. But as I melted into the pavement on Bourbon Street, circumstances dictated the response.

“Whiskey?”
“Any whiskey?”

I named the only brand I knew.
“Jack Daniels.”

He disappeared up the street.

I contemplated moving. I was ready to leave anyway, and if he returned with a go-cup, I wouldn’t be brave or foolish enough to drink from it. But I believed he was acting out of kindness, and that if I disappeared before he returned, it might break his heart, or worse. So I waited, and the cacophony of Bourbon Street grew louder, revelers descending further into madness as they flowed by, and the sky was purple and pink and the neon lights shined down on the slurry flowing into the gutter.

Then he was back with a brown paper bag containing two bottles of water and an unopened fifth of Jack Daniels. He asked to sit down.
We talked a while. I told him I’d come from California as an AmeriCorps volunteer, that I was staying with my brother in Metairie, that I was trying my hand at busking so I could move out before his baby was born and they’d need the spare bedroom. Then I asked about him.

“’I been here thirty years.’

“What brought you?”

“I came to help my friend die.”

His friend was his lover. His lover contracted HIV in the early years of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. His lover died holding his hand.

“I’m sorry.”

“Don’t be. It’s what brought me here.”

He put his hands on his knees and pushed up off the curb.

“Enjoy the whiskey.”

“See you around.”

“We’ll see.”

My escape from inescapable circumstances is juggling. For the last year, I’ve been going out beneath an oak tree in a park near my apartment in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn, to juggle. No performance. No hat on the ground. Just for me.

The night we went into lockdown, I sat with friends in our office after the evening’s classes at City College in Harlem, drinking the bottle of whiskey I kept stowed away for special occasions. Four of us adjuncts shared that office, and slowly we realized it might be a long time before we’d see the inside of it again. One guessed until the end of the semester. Another
guessed a year. All anyone knew for certain was that SARS-COV-2 was here, it was deadly, and we needed to go home.

Still, we stayed in that petri dish of an office—hand sanitizer on the desk like it was supposed to ward off a plague. We killed the whiskey while listening to The Smiths, reflecting on death, disease, and how Morrissey’s voice sounds eerily similar to Kermit the Frog’s.

The bottle empty, we embraced for the last time. Then I made the two-hour ride from 125th Street to 18th Avenue in Bensonhurst, arriving at home, where the anxious uncertainty washed over me.

Danielle, my girlfriend of eight years, was a social worker at NYU Langone Hospital. The hospital moved her unit out of the building to convert it into a COVID isolation ward. Resettled off-site, Danielle waited anxiously to be declared nonessential. That happened a week after the lockdown, after which she was assigned a new responsibility: following up with discharged COVID patients.

The task offered a glint of hope. Danielle’s patients had gone through the worst and lived. But even that assignment bore the surreal hallmarks of those early days. One patient had been hospitalized and intubated along with her husband. The husband was discharged first. When the wife came home a few days later, she found him dead.

Days passed like that. Danielle making calls from the bedroom while I conducted my writing classes from the living room. Sirens sang like roosters at dawn, when families awoke to breathless loved ones, and reached a second crescendo when the night brought worsening symptoms. Whenever lights
flashed outside, we peered through our windows to see who’d be brought out.

Meanwhile, each day seemed to bring another announcement from our college beginning with the words, “It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of . . .”

Harlem was hit hard. My classes focused more on working through each week—on coping.

Three weeks into the lockdown, the pressure of isolation built to a head. If everyone was going to bake sourdough, I was going to adopt my own means of distraction.

Danielle worried about my spending time outside. Every day brought more cases, more deaths. Still, I suggested it would be good to get out, if possible. We live on the first floor of a small apartment complex, next to the exit. Our block was near some parks and a promenade that lines the water from Coney Island to Bay Ridge. If we had to let go of everything else, at least we could still have this. With that, I grabbed my props and we stepped outside.

Much like in the French Quarter, it was difficult to find space to juggle. In New Orleans, I navigated other buskers and police restrictions. Here, I’d stopped juggling because it attracts people—ideal when busking, less so when trying to enjoy yourself. People become curious. Old men alight with boyish grins, mothers look up, point, and share a moment with their kids. People forget themselves. Children run toward you, and in a socially distanced world, I worried such encounters might be fatal.

We crossed the overpass above the Belt Parkway. A breeze flitted off the water and cooled our faces. The sun shone above the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge. Normally, cargo and cruise
ships loomed into the harbor—not anymore. Now, yachts dotted the bay—each occupied by a colony of wealthy individuals who’d found another painfully visible respite from the world’s suffering.

Fuck ’em.

I found a grassy nook where the overpass ended and dropped my bag. Danielle, like anyone who’s ever dated a juggler, had no interest in watching me juggle. She headed down the path.

My props are showgirl-lipstick red. They pop against the blue sky. I started with four clubs, a pattern that at its most basic involves juggling two in each hand, throwing them in either two cascading ellipses called fountains, or in columns where none of the clubs crosses paths, like four chimney chutes. Each club flips twice before you catch it. The pattern is tricky. The handles slap your forearms, a dull sting that after hundreds of throws leaves welts where the clubs most frequently strike. It’s partly because the pattern inflicts pain that it feels so rewarding when it clicks. It also has a nice height to it—high enough to catch people’s attention. Sure enough, I looked up and the overpass was lined with people, phones held against the fence.

I’ve always found it difficult not to put on a show for people. It’s hard to look at a delighted face and then deprive them of that joy—especially when the lockdown had done just that to all of us. It’s not that I felt some burden of responsibility. It’s more that I was presented with the opportunity to make people forget, if only for a moment, that the world was falling apart.

Maybe that’s what I offered that man on Bourbon Street. He must’ve watched me juggle before I finally crumbled onto the curb. Maybe the sight pulled him out of a memory.
Maybe I *reminded* him of the man for whom he’d come to New Orleans all those years ago to love and care for amid another pandemic. Maybe I had his eyes. Maybe seeing me slumped, exhausted, and soaked in sweat reminded him of some day long ago when he and his friend sat in that same gutter, wondering what was next.

Maybe it was none of that. I never know what makes people stop to watch me, approach me, buy me whiskey, tell me their stories. I suspect people come across someone like me juggling in the street, and if they pay any attention at all, they get lost in the strange amalgam of skill and nonsense that constitutes
this craft—and maybe that’s what makes them want to tell a stranger about themselves.

Whatever it is, years of incidental connections have rendered me almost incapable of denying people a show. It’s that inability to juggle for juggling’s sake that led me, for years, to relegate my props to the closet. That is, until the lockdown. Now, once again, I found myself juggling while the world burned, trying to maintain, and sometimes inadvertently helping someone else do the same.

Everything you need to learn to juggle is in this book, if you want. But there are better books for that. This is more about what it means—if anything—to be a juggler. Read on, have faith in the pattern. The objects will fall into place.